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THE TRAITS OF THE ELECT
Scripture says that “The first shall be last and the last shall be first” and we are right on time.
It was the first who are last because they had the pure form of the truth of the obstacles. It is those
who are last who have not seen Christ in the flesh, nor did we see Moses, nor did we hike through
the wilderness following the miracles. More blessed are we because we haven’t seen yet we
believe the things that are said. Like “The Kingdom Of God is At Hand” as being something we are
able to grasp but not with our hands and we can experience it. “Flesh and blood does not inherit
“The Kingdom”, but the re-spirited mind of faith does.
As Paul told the Romans “ Therefor be renewed in the spirit of your mind that you may know and
prove what Gods perfect will is”.
It is The Elect at the end of the age who have had to sift through the debris of the ages. We have
had to question everything including scripture as it is presented today. Like Satan jump started
Adam with for his godlike quest. Satan asked him “has God really said”. And having covered the
gamete of supposed truths presented to us, be it scripture, religious authorities, historical
presentation, health, the sciences and the relegions.
It is us who have sifted through this debris, of the fake and false history (His Story), all of the
pseudo sciences, and all the religions all of them, by the prompting and the behest of Gods Holy
Spirit, the Helper, our teacher, the comforter, the other parent so that “you are not left orphans”. It
is us that brought all these things up here in this place of sanctification and had them tested with
the Eternal and learned to trust and to hold on to ONLY the things that are here that all the carnal
copies of these things pointed to, and that all the illusions, partial truths and flat out lies by higher
education, popular science and news agencies from every perspective. These are ALL meant to
detain you, hold you back and thwart you from reaching your purpose on Earth, which is to reach
your destination before your carnal term here in creation has expired. For you to be fully alive and
awake, NOT to the scary images they show you with the assorted dangers and threats to scare you
into signing up and prescribing to their various wares to keep you healthy, safe and happy. These
are things they cannot do other then that you may have for a time a false sense of security. False
because they are the counterfeits that have a physical element that you prefer over Gods word. In
other words you would rather sign the dotted line or accept terms and conditions instead of giving
Glory due to God by believing His promises instead by saying “yes Lord” or “okay Father” by
believing by faith. Our contract is His. O tract called The New Testament, The will of the Father
bestowed upon us.
It is us who because we’ve had to test everything, and we mean everything, that us seemingly
flying solo into the carnally unknown. We have learned to navigate the carnally invisible to arrive at
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our destination that scipture bestowed upon us and give you the affirmation that IT IS TRUE! We
have been already given everything that pertains to life and Godliness. And we have received
every spiritual blessing in heavenly places in Christ. That our carnal experience becomes more like
a dream, where as when we first started it was the things of faith that we could not physically grasp
that seemed sereal. But now, most of the presentations, and they are many, they seem for fairytaleish, because they are. They are tales of fallen fairy’s
We have even scoured the “Holy Bible” and found it not to be so holy. But that did not detour us
because you cannot kill eternal things and truth is eternal, being an attribute of and from the creator
God.
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